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明清鼎革，康熙二十三年 ( 1684 年) 海禁政策的放开，标志着东南海域经济发展进入到新一轮
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事实上，江浙虽为鱼米之乡，也难以保证稻米年年都收获丰盈。“今秋绍 ( 兴) 属被灾，商民请
照赴籴势难兼顾”⑤，在这样的情况下，“( 福建渔民们) 请将往浙采捕渔船，每人每日带余米三升之
外，再行预带六升，约有两月口粮”⑥。当年渔汛才毕，晋江县令于从濂便难以再接受渔民们这一要
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地方政府为了便于管理，在政令中明确指出，要求 “( 船只) 成造之时，例取澳甲、户族、邻保
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image is much richer and more complex，and there are also several aspects that have been ignored or con-
cealed． Among them，Wang Tao's writings，compilation，and even publishing efforts in the literary“leisure
taste”，and his contribution to the promotion of improvement and translation in Western studies，seem to cor-
respond to the two levels“Yin and Yang”that generate his life skills． These writings are not only a concrete
manifestation of Wang Tao's literary career，but also can be interpreted as an attempt by Wang Tao to construct
another way of relations between himself and the external real world． As a result，Wang Tao's understanding
and practice of the“personal freedom”and the practical approach to the realization of“personal freedom”has
made a double imprint of“positive freedom”and“negative freedom”．
An Association Between Essay and Chinese Classical Drama
LIN Ling ，L Ｒuohan
Abstract: There must be a natural association between essay and Chinese classical drama． New changes
have taken place in both essay and Chinese classical drama when essayists refer to Chinese classical drama．
Chinese classic drama is not simply criticized any longer in their essay works． On the one hand，essayists have
discovered its additional the function of enlightenment through which we can take advantage of the influence of
feudal ideology to fight against feudalism． On the other hand，the aesthetic properties in itself also adds u-
nique glamour to the arts of essay． The essays that based on Chinese classical drama neither interrupt nor dis-
rupt the connection between tradition and modernity． Furthermore，it meets the need of the transformation of
modern literature． This practice creates a new idea to explore the problem about how Chinese classical drama
can be changed into modernity and how other traditional arts can adapt to the new era．
Changes of the Taxation Structure of State Farms in Fukien during Qing Dynasty
YANG Yuan-zhang
Abstract: The changes of taxation structure of State Farms in Fukien during Qing dynasty can be used to
explain the historical process of all the administrative affairs of Guard and Battalion were transferred to Districts
governments． The changes can be seen as follows: the tax authorizes changed from Guards and Battalions to
Guards and Battalions，Districts，and Subprefectures，then to both Subprefectures and Districts，and finally to
Districts completely． There were some similar cases in other regions． The direct cause of this phenomenon is
the financial difficulties in Fukien caused by the long war between Qing and Koxinga，and the fundamental
reason is that from the middle and late Ming dynasty，the Districts gradually took control of the power of State
Farms and the system of Guards and Battalions became increasingly civil． At the same time，this process re-
flects the adjustment of the former dynasty system and the standardization process of the state system．
Cross-border Fishing and the Arrogation of Power: Game of Official and Civilian in the Cross-border
Fishing of Fujianese Boat in ZheJiang
CHEN Chen-li
Abstract: Marine society is the carrier of various maritime forces of the state and society． The power of
marine society is the power to use and control the oceans by marine forces． In a stable marine economic envi-
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ronment，the official and non-governmental marine social powers are in parallel and in a relatively harmonious
state． After the Ming and Qing Dynasties，under the combined effect of various factors，the cross-border fishing
activities represented by Fujianese in Zhejiang gradually became an important part of the fishery life in the
southeastern seas． However，due to the flaws in the management system of the imperial institutions and the in-
effectiveness of the official operations，offshore fishing operations were once able to get rid of official control．
At the same time，the cost of cross-border fishing is high and the risks are unpredictable． A little carelessness
will pay a heavy price． The arrogation of temporary maritime social power has become a flexible way for civil
marine people to ease their own predicament． The specific manifestations include maritime theft，maritime rob-
bery，slashing fishing nets，smuggling rice and so on． For this phenomenon，the official system regards it as a
potential danger of marine society． However，the frequent occurrence of maritime violence has also caused lo-
cal governments continue to adopt countermeasures based on actual conditions，hoping to maintain order in the
southeastern seas． As a result，a vivid scene of the official and civilian's game was played on the Fujian-Zhe-
jiang sea．
When the Missionaries Became Defendants: A Legal History Study of the Trial of the Woo-shin-shan Case
XU Jun-lin
Abstract: After the Woo-shin-shan Case happened，whether the missionaries invaded the land or not be-
came the focus issue． During the negotiations，all parties in China and Britain made different choices in terms
of diplomatic consultations and judicial trials． After consulting the lawyers and obtaining sufficient evidence，
the Chinese side hired a British lawyer to take the missionaries to the British Consular Court，hoping to defeat
diplomatic powers through judicial trials． While the British side，although diplomats often said Chinese could
take missionaries to the court，it was more of a diplomatic strategy． In fact，they were more inclined to resolve
the case by diplomacy rather than law． So the British diplomats tried their best to prevent lawsuits through dip-
lomatic mediation，but missionaries did not accept unconditional compromises in order to prove their innocence
and insisted on litigation． In the end，the court made a compromise decision based on“lex loci reisitae”，
Chinese laws and customs． The trial of this case was not completely based on the law，and it was more the re-
sult of the game between all the parties． The trial of this case reflected the complexity of British extraterritorial-
ity in China's local practice．
Cultural Formation and Meaning Interpretation ———Based on the Analysis of the Modern Textbooks
Compiled by Wang Hengtong
WU Xiao-Ou
Abstract: Textbook compilation is a kind of social and cultural activity． Its name and category，language
and characters，form and style all reflect the compiler's choice of knowledge and cultural formation． Since
1893，Wang Hengtong has compiled modern textbooks for church schools with his own strength，which have
been approved by the Academic Affairs Department as teaching materials for new schools and have exerted
great influence． With his unique understanding of educational enlightenment，he carries out life field，lan-
guage and character，and identity construction in modern textbooks． Specifically，the modern textbooks take
“geography”as the beginning，digest the Chinese traditional worldview from space cognition，and establish
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